
 
 
To: General Counsel Quinn Williams 
From: Richard Thal and Christine Buswell 
Re:  Investigation Report – Dwight Watson 
Date:  September 24, 2020 

 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT 
SCOPE AND ALLEGATIONS 

This report addresses allegations made by  ( ) against UW-
Whitewater (UWW) Chancellor Dwight Watson (Watson).  In a Facebook message sent on 
September 1, 2020 to UWW,  alleged that Watson sexually abused  when 

 was a student at the University of Northern Iowa (UNI); that Watson’s resignation 
from UNI “was due to sexual misconduct;” and that Watson “crossed boundaries with students, 
even of other countries” such as at Southwest Minnesota State University (SMSU). 

This report is limited to addressing those allegations and their relationship to potential violations 
of relevant UWW and UW System policies, including: (1) whether or not Watson was truthful 
during the hiring process when asked if he was ever found to have engaged in any sexual 
violence or sexual harassment at prior institutions, or left employment during an active 
investigation in which he was accused of sexual violence or sexual harassment,1 and (2) 
whether there were allegations or evidence that Watson committed sexual misconduct with 
students while at UWW.2 

INVESTIGATION SUMMARY  

1. Watson was truthful during the hiring process when he answered “No” to the 
question whether he was ever found to have engaged in any sexual 
violence or sexual harassment at prior institutions, or left employment during an 
active investigation in which he was accused of sexual violence or sexual 
harassment. 
 

’s allegation that Watson sexually abused him during Watson’s tenure at UNI 
was investigated by UNI, and UNI concluded, based on a preponderance of the 
evidence, that Watson did not violate UNI‘s policy on discrimination, harassment, and 
sexual misconduct. 

 
1 Addressing the first issue required review and consideration of UW System Administrative Policy 1275 (formerly 
TC 1), Recruitment Policies, which requires that prior to being hired a final candidate must be asked whether they 
were ever found to have engaged in any sexual violence or sexual harassment and whether they are currently 
under investigation or have ever left employment during an active investigation in which they were accused of 
sexual violence or sexual harassment and UW System Administrative Policy 1292 (formerly WE 3), Workplace 
Conduct Expectations, under which all UW System employees must act with integrity.  
2 Addressing the second issue required review and consideration of Regent Policy Document 14-2, Sexual Violence 
and Sexual Harassment, and the UW-Whitewater Sexual Violence, Sexual Harassment and Intimate Partner 
Violence Policy.    
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would accuse him of sexual misconduct.  Brokenburr advised Watson to contact UW System 
General Counsel Quinn Williams.  And in August of 2020, when discussing another matter with 
her, Watson informed Brokenburr that  had moved out of his house.   

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE 

SMSU stated there were no records of any complaints/investigations in the personnel file of 
Watson related to sexual misconduct at SMSU. 

University of Wisconsin Eau Claire stated there is no record of any sexual harassment or sexual 
misconduct in the personnel file of Watson. 

Hamline University stated it has no records related to sexual misconduct complaints against 
Watson while employed at Hamline University. 

Watson provided the investigators with an opportunity to read a redacted version of the 
investigative report that UNI distributed on May 6, 2015.  In that report UNI concluded that 
Watson did not violate UNI’s policy on discrimination, harassment, and sexual misconduct.   

Steve Leo, a partner at Storbeck Search, provided the investigators with the search and screen 
documents compiled as part of the search process that resulted in the hire of Watson as UWW 
Chancellor. 

ANALYSIS 
Question 1 - Was Watson truthful during the hiring process when asked if he was ever 
found to have engaged in any sexual violence or sexual harassment at prior institutions, 
or left employment during an active investigation in which he was accused of sexual 
violence or sexual harassment? 

Answer - Yes.  Watson was truthful during the hiring process when he answered “No” to 
the question whether he was found to have engaged in any sexual violence or sexual 
harassment at prior institutions, or left employment during an active investigation in 
which he was accused of sexual violence or sexual harassment.  

Prior to being hired in 2019, Watson was asked the following questions required by UW System 
Administrative Policy 1275: Recruitment Policies: whether he was found to have engaged in 
sexual misconduct at any prior institutions, which would include UNI (where he was a dean), 
and whether he ever left employment during an active investigation in which he was accused 
of sexual violence or sexual harassment.  He answered “No” to both questions. 

As part of the background check during the hiring process Storbeck Search, the firm that led the 
search, contacted Watson’s prior places of employment.  We supplemented Storbeck’s 
background checks during this investigation with specific records requests to UW-Eau Claire, 
SMSU, and Hamline.  All three indicated that there were no records related to sexual 
misconduct by Watson.   

Moreover, UNI General Counsel Tim McKenna confirmed that the unredacted section of the UNI 
investigative report reviewed by UW System fully and accurately captures all the relevant 
findings related to the allegations made by  in 2015. 
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Question 2 - Are there any allegations or evidence that Watson committed sexual 
misconduct with students during his tenure at UWW? 

Answer - No.  did not allege that Watson committed sexual misconduct with 
students at UWW, and we found no evidence that he did so. 

The sole allegation related to crossing boundaries with students made by  relates to 
an individual who may or not have been a student during Watson’s tenure at SMSU.  When 
SMSU was contacted, they confirmed that there were no records of any complaints or 
investigations in the personnel file of Watson related to sexual misconduct at SMSU.   

Dated this 24th day of September 2020 
 

Christine Buswell    Richard Thal 




